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Entry Level
•	 SPM/SPMV/O-Level
•	 STPM/STAM/Matriculation/Foundation/UEC/Diploma/A-Level

Foundation	Studies	(1	year)
•	 Foundation	in	Arts
•	 Foundation	in	Science

Bachelor’s	Degree
•	 Bachelor	of	Computer	Science	(Honours)
•	 Bachelor	of	Information	Technology	(Honours)
•	 Bachelor	of	Professional	Communication	(Honours)

Master’s	Degree
•	 Master	of	Arts	(Professional	Communication)
•	 Master	of	Science	in	Internet	Engineering

PhD
•	 Doctor	of	Philosophy	(Professional		Communication)
•	 Doctor	of	Philosophy	(Computer	Science)



We are witnessing rapid changes to the working world, 
and employers are looking for flexible graduates who are 
able to adapt to these changes. IUMW Communication & 
Technology programmes teach valuable skills like critical 
thinking, problem-solving, and new ways of approaching 
complex questions; as well as the practical experience 
and theoretical knowledge to thrive in industries where 
innovation and new technologies are driving the way we 
experience life. A degree in these fields can lead to some 
of the most challenging, fast-paced and exciting jobs out 
there as you find yourself in the depths of innovation and 
creativity.





Student
Stories.

IUMW is a growing community made up of students from all over the world. Throughout their 
journey, students experience tremendous growth on both an academic and personal level. 
Hear what our students have to say about their experience at IUMW. 

Gueen May
Protégé Programme, KWSP
Bachelor of Professional Communication (Honours)

As a student at IUMW, I was exposed to industry throughout my studies. This gave me great networking 
opportunities and helped me to grow as a person. I was able to build a strong portfolio that has enhanced 
my credibility as a professional individual. I’ve always been fascinated by the latest trends, culture, and 
media, and my programme offered exactly that. I knew pursuing a degree in Professional Communication 
was the perfect fit for me as I read through the students’ stories on their website. My programme also 
offered me a platform to showcase my dance skills and even provided me with an opportunity to hold 
dance classes virtually with the students at IUMW. Looking back, the decision I made to start my thrilling 
journey as a degree student at IUMW was the right decision and I will never regret it.

Muhammad Danial Asyraf Bin Abdullah
Visual Director, PETRONAS
Bachelor of Professional Communication (Honours)

This university is set apart with its unique class size that provides you the rare gift of personalised attention. 
This was the key to building excellent relationships among the brilliant minds of my lecturers and peers, 
contributing to my overall development hence the brilliant start to my career! Most of the courses at IUMW 
require critical thinking and understanding, and the course also trains us to explain concepts in a cohesive 
way. I was able to explain creative concepts during job interviews, and that helped me land the job I’m 
working today, at PETRONAS!

GajaLakshmikaandhan Ramamuthie 
Jr. Storage Engineer, Infinite Computer Solution (IBM) 
Bachelor of Computer Science (Honours)

I wanted to study at IUMW to experience the culture of the Malaya-Wales collaboration. Throughout my 
4 year journey from foundation through to my bachelor’s degree, it was a challenging and interesting 
experience for me. The lecturers always worked hard to deliver their best to the students, and they guided 
me whenever I faced any challenges. They also guided me right the way through the internship process.
During my final year project, I was helped a lot by my supervisor and lecturer and ended up receiving 
a gold award during my presentation! I consider the memories, experience and knowledge I gained 
throughout my journey at IUMW priceless.



Communication & TechnologyProgrammes.
A degree in Communication & Technology can lay the foundation for a wide range of career options. There 
are two faculties within IUMW that specialise in these areas; the Centre of Foundation, Language and 
Malaysian Studies, and the Faculty of Arts & Science.

Faculty	of	Arts	&	Science.

Arts and Science is an integrated Faculty encompassing the 
School of Communication & Technology and the School of 
Science & Psychology. It is a place where students learn to think 
critically, communicate, interpret and judge independently - skills 
that are highly sought after by employers globally. Our goal is 
to integrate practical experience and industry exposure with 
academic knowledge, so our graduates have every opportunity to 
become effective, compelling leaders in their fields.

Centre	of	Foundation,	Language	and	Malaysian	Studies

The Centre of Foundation, Language and Malaysian Studies 
provides a sturdy base for personal growth and academic 
enrichment at IUMW. Our one-year Foundation programme, 
fully accredited by MQA, provides multi-disciplinary exposure to 
students before they pursue their undergraduate degrees. The 
Centre also manages our IELTS workshop and exam centre, as 
well as the MPU subjects at IUMW.



ENTRY	REQUIREMENTS

• SPM/SPMV Credit in any five (5) subjects
•  O Level Grade C in any five (5) subjects
•  UEC Grade B in three (3) subjects
• IB-Middle Year Programme 28 total points across the certificate’s 7 
 components
•  Other qualifications recognised as equivalent

SEMESTER	1
• Co-curriculum
• Study Skills
• Introduction to Psychology 
• Basic Business
• Introduction to Legal Studies
• Mathematics*
• Introduction to Media Production and Presentation*

*Choose any ONE (1) elective

Programme Modules
SEMESTER	2
• Project Integration
• English 1
• Critical Thinking
• Introduction to Humanities
• Introduction to Communication
• Basic Accounting & Finance*
• Introduction to Creative Visual Studies*

*Choose any ONE (1) elective

SEMESTER	3
• English 2
• Information & Communication Technology
• Statistics & Probability
• Introduction to Media Studies
• Introduction to International Integration*
• Introduction to Event Management*

*Choose any ONE (1) elective

FOUNDATION	IN 
ARTS
(R/010/3/0160);(MQA/FA3101)

The Foundation in Arts programme at IUMW acts as a prerequisite 
for students who intend to pursue their degree within the fields of 
arts, humanities, business, media, social sciences, and information 
technology. Students gain the knowledge to be able to think 
independently and creatively, communicate their knowledge effectively 
with others, operate in a constructive, ethical and professional manner, 
and boost their proficiency in the English language.

A solid foundation programme can give students an advantage 
over others who are entering higher education directly after high 
school. Using tertiary-style teaching with plenty of lectures, tutorials, 
and seminar-type classes, students are able to kick-start their 
undergraduate endeavours on a firm platform. With IUMW, you will 
find yourself academically ready and personally confident enough to 
succeed at your chosen undergraduate course.

Intakes |  January / May / September

Students may choose either stream (Business/Media) at the beginning of the semester. Elective modules for the streams are fixed.



FOUNDATION	IN 
SCIENCE
(R/010/3/0120);(MQA/FA3102)

The Foundation in Science programme will prepare you with the 
basics in your chosen field, emphasising on specialised subjects 
and modules that will prepare you for your science degree. With both 
core and elective subjects, you can explore different topics during this 
preparatory year. 

You will gain the specific knowledge you need to pursue your degree 
in the field of health, science, technology, engineering, mathematics 
or information technology. With practical exposure and a hands-on 
learning approach, those pursuing this programme will have a firm 
grasp of the core science knowledge they will need to excel in their 
undergraduate endeavours.

*Students may choose either stream (Science/Computing) at the beginning of 
the semester. Elective modules for the streams are fixed.

ENTRY	REQUIREMENTS

SEMESTER	1
• Co-curriculum 
• Study Skills
• Chemistry 1
• Physics 1
• Mathematics 1
• Biology 1*
• Computer Systems*
*Choose any ONE (1) elective

Programme Modules

SEMESTER	2
• Project Integration
• English 1
• Critical Thinking
• Chemistry 2
• Physics 2
• Mathematics 2
• Biology 2*
• Introduction to Computer Programming*
*Choose any ONE (1) elective

SEMESTER	3
• English 2
• Information & Communication Technology
• Chemistry 3
• Physics 3
• Statistics & Probability
• Biology 3*
• Analysing and Solving Problems*
*Choose any ONE (1) elective

Intakes |  January / May / September

 

Field of Studies SPM/SPMV/O Level UEC

Biotechnology / 
IT / Psychology

Built 
Environment

Computer 
Science

Medical and 
Health Science

Engineering

Medicine OR 
Dentistry

Pharmacy

Science 
e.g. BSc (Hons) 
Biochemistry

Minimum Credit in five (5) subjects 
including:
• Mathematics
• Any science subject

Pass SPM/SPMV with minimum Credit in 
five (5) subjects including Mathematics, 
OR
Pass O-Level with minimum credit in 
three (3) subjects including Mathematics

Minimum credit in five (5) subjects 
including:
• Additional Mathematics OR
• Maths and any one (1) science      
 subject OR
• Its equivalent

Minimum credit in 5 subjects including 
any of these 3 subjects:
• Biology
• Physics
• Mathematics
• Chemistry
• English
• Applied Science

Minimum Credit in five (5) subjects 
including:
• Mathematics
• Any two (2) science subjects

Minimum grade B in
• Biology
• Chemistry
• Physics
• Mathematics OR Additional 
 Mathematics
• Any one (1) subject

Pass SPM with minimum grade B in five 
subjects below:, OR Pass O-level with 
minimum grade C in five (5) subjects:
• Mathematics OR Additional 
 Mathematics
• Physics
• Chemistry
• Biology 
• any one (1) subject

Minimum credit in five (5) subjects 
including:
• Mathematics
• Any two (2) science subjects

Minimum grade B in three (3) 
subjects including:
• Mathematics
• Any science subject

Minimum grade B4 in three (3) 
subjects including Mathematics

Minimum grade B in three (3) 
subjects including: 
• Additional Mathematics 
• Any one (1) science subject

Minimum grade B in any three 
(3) of the following subjects:
• Biology
• Physics
• Mathematics
• Chemistry
• English
• Applied Science

Minimum grade B in three (3) 
subjects including: 
• Mathematics
• Any two (2) science subject

Minimum grade B4 in three (3) 
subjects:
• Biology 
• Chemistry
• Physics OR Mathematics 
OR Additional Mathematics 

Dentistry:
Minimum grade B4 in four (4) 
subjects:
• Biology 
• Chemistry
• Physics
• Mathematics OR Additional 
 Mathematics 
• any one (1) subject 

           Not available

Minimum grade B in subjects: 
• Mathematics 
• Any two (2) science subjects

• Other equivalent qualifications recognised by the Malaysian 
Government or University’s Senate



BACHELOR	OF
COMPUTER	SCIENCE	
(HONOURS)
(R/481/6/0467);(MQA/FA4243)

With the rate of growth and innovation in the computing and technology sector, 
demand continues to surge for skilled professionals in the field. The Bachelor 
of Computer Science (Honours) programme at IUMW has been designed with 
industrial orientation; the course is jointly reviewed by Industry Advisor Panels, 
and is based on professional curricula recommendations. These include those 
of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and modules embedded 
with components from industry such as the MDEC- Intel® AI Academy 
programme for Artificial Intelligence and syllabus from the Oracle Database.

Students are exposed to industry throughout the programme, including 
participation in national and international activities and events. We produce 
highly skilled graduates who are equipped with both theoretical knowledge and 
hands-on experience, ready to make an impact in the competitive digital world.

Intakes |  February / July / September



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

•  Matriculation/Foundation CGPA 2.00 out of 4.00 AND credits in the following subject at 
SPM level or equivalent:
i.  Additional Mathematics; OR Mathematics and any one (1) science or technology or 

engineering*
•  STPM non-science stream, Grade C (GP 2.0) in any 2 subjects AND credits in the 

following subject at SPM level or equivalent:
i.  Additional Mathematics; OR Mathematics and any one (1) science or technology or 

engineering*
•  STPM science stream, Grade C (GP 2.0) in any one (1) Mathematics subject and any 

one (1) Science/ICT subject
•  Diploma in Computer Science OR Software Engineering OR Information Technology 

OR Information Systems or equivalent with CGPA 2.50 out of 4.00 AND a credit 
in Additional Mathematics at SPM Level or its equivalent. Candidates with CGPA 
below 2.50 but above 2.00 with a credit in Additional Mathematics at SPM level or its 
equivalent may be admitted subject to a rigorous internal assessment process

•  Any Diploma in science and technology, CGPA 2.50 out of 4.00 AND a credit in 
Additional Mathematics at SPM level or its equivalent, may be admitted subject to a 
rigorous internal assessment process

• STAM Jayyid, and credits in any one (1) Mathematics subject and any one (1) 
Science/ICT subject

• UEC Grade B in five (5) subjects including any one (1) Mathematics subject and any 
one (1) Science/ICT subject

•  A-LEVEL Pass with Grade D in two subjects with minimum Credit in Additional 
Mathematics at O-Level

•  Australian Matriculation ATAR 65 including Mathematics 
•  International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme (IB) 24 points across six subjects 

including Mathematics

Notes:
•  Candidates without a credit in Additional Mathematics must pass a Preparatory 

Mathematics Module (PPM) in the first semester (completed concurrently with other 
first semester subjects), before being allowed to continue to the second semester. This 
requirement can be waived if the candidate has passed any Mathematics subject with 
a similar syllabus during Matriculation/Foundation or equivalent*

•  The credit requirement at SPM level can be waived should the grades obtained at the 
STPM/STAM/Diploma/Matriculation/Foundation level are equivalent/higher

•  Students enrolling on a Dual Award programme will be subject to the English 
requirements of UWTSD/UK

English	language	competency	requirements	for	international	students:
•  International students are required to achieve a minimum score of 5.0 in IELTS OR 

Band 3 in MUET OR 500 in TOEFL OR its equivalent
•  English language requirements can be waived if the international student EITHER 

comes from a country that uses English as the official language OR the entry 
qualification uses English as the medium of instruction

Programme Modules
YEAR	1
• Programming Concepts
• Principles of Entrepreneurship
• Introduction to Statistics
• Computer Graphics
• Digital Computer Fundamentals
• Professional Ethical and Legal Aspects of Computing
• System Analysis and Design
• Data Communication and Networking
• Information Security
• Discrete Structure
• Proficiency Skills in English
• English for Occupational Purposes
• English for Research Writing
• English for Professional Communication
• Tamadun Islam dan Tamadun Asia (Malaysian Students)
• Malaysian Studies 3 (International Students)
• Co-Curriculum 1

YEAR	2
• Database Systems
• Web Technology
• Object-Oriented Programming
• Data Structures
• Distributed and Cloud Computing
• Automata and Theory of Computer Science
• Operating System
• Mobile Computing
• Cloud App Development
• Artificial Intelligence
• Graphical User Interface
• Project 1
• Co-Curriculum 2
• Hubungan Etnik (Malaysian Students)
• Malay Communicative 2 (International Students)

YEAR	3
• Big Data Technologies
• Data Mining and Visualisation
• Machine Learning
• Software Engineering
• Project 2
• Industrial Training

Optional cross-
discipline modules

• Principles of 
Management



Programme Modules
YEAR	1
• Programming Concepts
• Introduction to Statistics
• Computer Systems
• Principles of Entrepreneurship
• Principles of Management
• Professional Ethical and Legal Aspects of Computing
• Multimedia Technology and Application
• System Analysis and Design
• Information Technology & Information Systems
• Data Communication and Networking
• Discrete Structure
• Information Security
• English for Professional Communication
• Hubungan Etnik (Malaysian Students)
• Malay Communicative 2 (International Students)
• Co-Curriculum 1

YEAR	2
• Database Systems
• Object Oriented Programming
• Web Technology
• IT Project Management
• Distributed and Cloud Computing
• Management Information System
• Object Oriented Analysis and Design
• Human Computer Interaction
• Strategic IT
• Mobile Computing
• English for Research Writing
• English for Occupational Purposes
• Project 1
• Co-Curriculum 2

YEAR	3
• Big Data Technologies
• Data Mining and Visualisation
• System Administration and Maintenance
• E-Commerce
• Tamadun Islam dan Tamadun Asia (Malaysian Students)
• Malaysian Studies 3 (International Students)
• Project 2
• Industrial Training

BACHELOR	OF
INFORMATION	
TECHNOLOGY 
(HONOURS)
(N/482/6/0147);(MQA/FA4245)

Get ready for a career in the exciting, fast-changing world of computing. 
Learning about computer-based systems can open a lot of different 
career doors. Our information technology course combines theoretical 
knowledge with practical experiments to prepare you for today’s rapidly 
evolving working world.

The syllabus provides a comprehensive overview of all areas of IT, 
allowing you to keep your career options open and explore a wide range 
of in-demand topics. You can look forward to securing a key role in the IT 
support sector, IT project development and anywhere else that requires 
advanced skills in technology.

Intakes |  February / July / September

Optional cross-
discipline modules

• Entrepreneur Leadership
• Social Media

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Matriculation/Foundation CGPA 2.00 out of 4.00 AND credit in 

Mathematics at SPM level or equivalent
•  STPM Grade C (GP 2.0) in any 2 subjects AND credit in Mathematics at 

SPM level or equivalent
•  Diploma in Computer Science OR Software Engineering OR Information 

Technology OR Information Systems or equivalent with CGPA 2.50 out 
of 4.00 AND a credit in Mathematics at SPM Level or its equivalent. 
Candidates with CGPA below 2.50 but above 2.00 with a credit in 
Mathematics at SPM level or its equivalent may be admitted subject to a 
rigorous internal assessment process

•  Any Diploma in science and technology or business studies with 
CGPA 2.50 out of 4.00 AND a credit in Mathematics at SPM level or its 
equivalent, may be admitted subject to a rigorous internal assessment 
process

Note:
•  The credit requirement at SPM level can be waived should the grades 

obtained at the STPM/STAM/Diploma/Matriculation/Foundation level are 
equivalent/higher

English	language	competency	requirements	for	international	students:
•  International students are required to achieve a minimum score of 5.0 in 

IELTS OR Band 3 in MUET OR 500 in TOEFL OR its equivalent
•  English language requirements can be waived if the international student 

EITHER comes from a country that uses English as the official language 
OR the entry qualification uses English as the medium of instruction



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  STPM Grade C (GPA 2.00) in any two (2) subjects, AND credit in English 

at SPM level or equivalent
•  A Level Principal Pass in any two (2) subjects
•  STAM Grade of Jayyid, AND credit in English at SPM level or equivalent
•  UEC Grade B in five (5) subjects and credit in English
•  Matriculation/Foundation CGPA 2.00 out of 4.00, AND credit in English at 

SPM level or equivalent
•  Diploma in Media and Communication or its equivalent
•  A Diploma or its equivalent, CGPA 2.00 out of 4.00,  AND credit in English 

at SPM level or equivalent
•  A-LEVEL Pass with Grade D in two subjects
•  Australian Matriculation ATAR 65
•  International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme (IB) 24 points across six 

subjects

Note:
•  The credit requirement at SPM level can be waived should the grades 

obtained at the STPM/STAM/Diploma/Matriculation/Foundation level are 
equivalent/higher

•  Students enrolling on a Dual Award programme will be subject to the 
English requirements of UWTSD/UK

English	language	competency	requirements	for	international	students:
•  International students are required to achieve a minimum score of 5.0 in 

IELTS OR Band 3 in MUET OR 500 in TOEFL OR its equivalent
•  English language requirements can be waived if the international student 

EITHER comes from a country that uses English as the official language 
OR the entry qualification uses English as the medium of instruction

YEAR	1
•  Introduction to Mass Communication
•  Introduction to Intercultural   
 Communication
• Communication Theories
•  Public Speaking and Presentation Skills
•  English for Professional Communication
•  Co-Curriculum 1
•  Small Group Communication
•  Writing for the Media
•  Communication and Audience
•  Media in Malaysia
•  Co-Curriculum 2
• Tamadun Islam dan Tamadun Asia 
 (Malaysian Students)
• Malaysian Studies 3 
 (International Students)
• Ways of Thinking**
• Ways of Perceiving**

Programme Modules
YEAR	2
• Sustainability Communication
• Publication Design
• Persuasive Writing
• Visual Communication OR Media  
 Globalisation*
• Media and Communication Research  
 Methods
• Integrated Marketing Communication
• Media Production
• Social Media
• Crisis Communication OR Corporate  
 Writing*
• Hubungan Ethik (Malaysian Students)
• Communicative Malays 2 
 (International Students)
• Research in Context** 
• Research in Practice**

*Choose any ONE (1) elective

YEAR	3
• Communication Research Project 1
• Scriptwriting and Storyboarding 
• Corporate Communication
• Professional Portfolio Development
• Event Management OR Media  
 Management*
• Communication Research Project 2 
• Communication Campaign 
• Ethical and Legal Issues in   
 Communication
• Audio and Video Production 
• Organisational Communication
• Professional Promotion**

*Choose any ONE (1) elective

BACHELOR	OF
PROFESSIONAL
COMMUNICATION
(HONOURS)
(R/321/6/0064); (MQA/FA3357)

The Professional Communication programme at IUMW is designed to give 
students the skills and knowledge to begin a successful career in a variety 
of fields including journalism, advertising, public relations and broadcasting. 
A career in communications can take you into almost any industry, so you 
can look for opportunities in areas you are passionate about.

The programme is delivered via a ‘branded syllabus’; modules are offered 
in collaboration with local and global brand names, so the programme 
is heavily influenced by today’s industry needs. Students embark on 
industrial-driven assignments to boost their portfolios and prepare them for 
the increasingly complex demands of the workplace.

Intakes |  February / July / September

Direct industry exposure via partnerships with:

**Dual Award Module / Dual Award students only

Optional cross-
discipline modules

• Introduction to 
Biotechnology

• Introduction to 
Psychology

• Human Resource 
Management 

• Marketing 
Management

• Introduction to 
Expressive Art 
Therapies 

• Brand Management
• E-Marketing 

 



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Bachelor’s degree or equivalent as accepted by the Senate, CGPA 2.50 

out of 4.00
•  Bachelor’s degree or equivalent, CGPA below 2.50 out of 4.00, subject to 

a minimum of 5 years working experience in relevant field

English	language	competency	requirements	for	international	students:
• Minimum IELTS 6.0 or TOEFL 600 or equivalent
•  English language requirements can be waived if the international student 

EITHER comes from a country that uses English as the official language 
OR the entry qualification uses English as the medium of instruction

MASTER	OF	ARTS
(PROFESSIONAL
COMMUNICATION)
(R/321/7/0139);(MQA/FA4291)

As the digital age continues to evolve, so too do opportunities 
for communications graduates. The Master of Arts (Professional 
Communication) programme is designed to provide students 
with the skills they need to embrace and manage contemporary 
communication issues within industry. Students will explore the art 
of digital information management and will be equipped with the 
skills and competencies to become communication experts in this 
challenging globalisation era.
 
Offered through a flexible mixture of lectures and seminars, this 
degree offers prospects for individual assessment and teamwork. 
Through the faculty’s strong links with industry, students get to 
embark on work-integrated education experiences, giving them the 
opportunity to enhance the quality of their portfolio and to benefit from 
meaningful exposure to industry.

SEMESTER	1
• Communication Theories
• Professional Communication
• Organisational Communication
• Integrated Marketing Communication
• Social Media*
• Brand Management*

*Choose any ONE (1) elective

Programme Modules
SEMESTER	2
• Global Communication
• Communication Research Methods
• Public Relations*
• Corporate Innovation and Entrepreneurship*
• Graduate Research Project 1

*Choose any ONE (1) elective

SEMESTER	3
• Graduate Research Project 2
• Media Law & Ethics

Intakes |  February / September

100% coursework, no final exams



SEMESTER	1
• Network and Internet Principles
• Advanced Web Technologies
• Research Methodology

Programme Modules
SEMESTER	2
• Internet Security
• Internet Governance
• Dissertation

SEMESTER	3
•  Dissertation Continued

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Bachelor’s degree or equivalent as accepted by the Senate, CGPA 2.75 

out of 4.00
•  Bachelor’s degree or equivalent qualification with CGPA between 2.50 

and 2.74, subject to a rigorous internal assessment process
•  Bachelor’s degree or equivalent qualification with CGPA below 2.50 out of 

4.00, subject to a minimum of 5 years working experience in relevant field

English	language	competency	requirements	for	international	students:
• Minimum IELTS 6.0 or TOEFL 550 or equivalent
•  English language requirements can be waived if the international student 

EITHER comes from a country that uses English as the official language 
OR the entry qualification uses English as the medium of instruction

MASTER	OF	SCIENCE	IN
INTERNET	ENGINEERING
(R/481/7/0441);(MQA/FA4130)

Internet engineering blends electrical and computer engineering 
with computer science and information systems. As an Internet 
engineer, you would design, develop, and implement network and 
communication systems, Internet systems, and software applications. 
Graduates of this programme acquire the skills necessary to design, 
manage and maintain the networks that will build the Future Internet, 
placing them in a prime position at the forefront of this rapidly 
changing field.

Designed with industry needs in mind, we are developing the 
next generation of engineers for the internet age. The programme 
incorporates material from the following professional courses, which 
will give students a head start in their careers:

Certified IPv6 Network Engineer (CNE6)
Certified IPv6 Security Engineer (CSE6)
Certified IPv6 Network Programmer (CNE6)
Certified Cisco Network Administrator (CCNA)

Intakes |  February / September



DOCTOR	OF	PHILOSOPHY
(COMPUTER	SCIENCE)
(N/481/8/0595);(MQA/PA5319)

Our Doctor of Philosophy (Computer Science) is a full research 
programme aimed to nurture scholarly graduates who are ready to 
become critical analytic researchers, academicians, consultants, 
specialists, entrepreneurs and top level managers equipped with
in-depth expertise and research skills.

Our PhD programme is designed to hone graduates who are 
innovative and impeccably knowledgeable in the area of computer 
science particularly in artificial intelligence, machine learning, 
evolutionary computation and Big Data science. In line with the 
principles of entrepreneurship, innovation and sustainability, the 
programme is engineered to provide a holistic platform for individual 
success and professional development through high-quality research 
training and prudent guidance.

Programme Modules
PHASE	1
Coursework
Two core courses
• Research Process and Academic Writing
• Research Design and Methodology

Colloquium
The Colloquium allows students to gain public speaking experience, learn 
about student research from fields within and outside their academic 
discipline, and experience judging methods used by professional panels for 
national and international meetings.

PHASE	2
Proposal	Defence
• Each student must submit the first three chapters of his or her thesis 

for internal assessment. They must then present and defend their PhD 
research proposal. The student is only allowed to continue with the 
research to Phase 3 on the passing of the defence of their proposal.

PHASE	3
Data	Collection	and	Thesis	Preparation
• The student proceeds to his/her data collection, data analysis and 

thesis writing

Work	Completion	Seminar
The Work Completion Seminar serves as a moderation process to assess 
whether the work done by the candidate is sufficient for the PhD degree. 
The candidate must pass this before their thesis is allowed to proceed to 
Viva Voce.

PHASE	4
Viva	Voce
• After submitting the thesis, the student is required to attend a Viva 

Voce to defend his/her thesis

Intakes |  February / September

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  A Master’s degree or equivalent; AND either Master’s or Bachelor’s 

degree is related to computing
•  Other qualifications equivalent to a Master’s degree as accepted by the 

Senate
•  Bachelor’s degree from academic or TVET programme: First class or 

CGPA 3.67 out of 4.00 or equivalent; AND rigorous internal appraisal by 
the University; AND accepted by the Senate into the Doctoral candidacy 
programme. Student must show suitable progress during candidature 
period. Student will not be awarded a Master’s degree as an exit award

English	language	competency	requirements	for	international	students:
• Minimum IELTS 6.0 or TOEFL 550 or equivalent
• English language requirements can be waived if the international student 

EITHER comes from a country that uses English as the official language 
OR the entry qualification uses English as the medium of instruction

Note:
•  Candidates with a Bachelor’s degree qualification, registered for a 

Master’s degree programme may apply to convert candidacy to a 
Doctoral degree programme, subject to the following:
a.  having shown competency and capability in conducting research at 

Doctoral degree level; and
b.  approval by the Senate

RESEARCH PROPOSAL
Applicants for the Doctor of Philosophy (Computer Science) programme are 
required to submit a comprehensive statement of the research which they 
propose to carry out. The proposal should comprise the following elements:
• Field of research
• Topic of research proposal
• Background or a brief literature review on the research topic
• Objective of study - Explain the objectives that influence the research
• The Methodology of study - Explain the methods used in the study
• Work schedule
• References
• The research proposal should contain between 1,500 - 2,000 words
 or about four (4) pages



DOCTOR	OF	PHILOSOPHY
(PROFESSIONAL
COMMUNICATION)
(N/321/8/0107);(MQA/PA4244)

This research programme is aimed towards future researchers who 
are eager to explore and discover new concepts, explanations, and 
ideas in the communication field. This programme caters to students 
who possess a strong theoretical background and wish to undertake 
independent research with the guidance of one or more faculty 
members.

The research curriculum of the PhD programme consists of an in-depth 
investigation into specific issues related to professional communication, 
with the aim of adding to existing knowledge, as well as contributing 
new and groundbreaking knowledge to the field. We inspire students 
to exhibit an awareness of issues and developments in their chosen 
field, and increase students’ competence in providing novel solutions 
to issues encountered in career development and growth.

Programme Modules
PHASE	1
Coursework
Three core courses
• Academic Writing
•  Research Methodologies
•  Communication Theories

Colloquium
The Colloquium allows students to gain public speaking experience, learn 
about student research from fields within and outside their academic 
discipline, and experience judging methods used by professional panels for 
national and international meetings.

PHASE	2
Proposal	Defence
• Each student must submit the first three chapters of his or her thesis 

for internal assessment. They must then present and defend their PhD 
research proposal. The student is only allowed to continue with the 
research to Phase 3 on the passing of the defence of their proposal.

PHASE	3
Data	Collection	and	Thesis	Preparation
• The student proceeds to his/her data collection, data analysis and 

thesis writing

Work	Completion	Seminar
The Work Completion Seminar serves as a moderation process to assess 
whether the work done by the candidate is sufficient for the PhD degree. 
The candidate must pass this before their thesis is allowed to proceed to 
Viva Voce.

PHASE	4
Viva	Voce
• After submitting the thesis, the student is required to attend a Viva 

Voce to defend his/her thesis

Intakes |  February / September

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Master’s degree as accepted by the Senate
• Other qualifications equivalent to a Master’s degree as accepted by the 

Senate
•  Bachelor’s degree from academic or TVET programme: First class or 

CGPA 3.67 out of 4.00 or equivalent; AND rigorous internal assessment 
by the University; AND accepted by the Senate into the Doctoral 
candidacy programme. Student must show suitable progress during 
candidature period. Student will not be awarded a Master’s degree as an 
exit award

English	language	competency	requirements	for	international	students:
• Minimum IELTS 6.0 or TOEFL 600 or equivalent
•  English language requirements can be waived if the international student 

EITHER comes from a country that uses English as the official language 
OR the entry qualification uses English as the medium of instruction

Note:
•  Candidate with Bachelor’s degree qualification, registered for Master’s 

degree programme may apply to convert candidacy to Doctoral degree 
programme within 1 year after candidate registers for Master’s degree 
programme, subject to the following:
a.  having shown competency and capability in conducting research at 

Doctoral degree level;
b.  rigorous internal assessment by the University; and
c.  approval by the Senate.

RESEARCH PROPOSAL
Applicants for the Doctor of Philosophy (Professional Communication) 
programme are required to submit a comprehensive statement of the 
research which they propose to carry out. The proposal should comprise the 
following elements.
• Field of research
• Topic of research proposal
• Background or a brief literature review on the research topic
• Objective of study - Explain the objectives that influence the research
• The Methodology of study - Explain the methods used in the study such  

as library research, lab work, field work, etc.
• Work schedule
• Equipment required (where applicable)
• Brief bibliography
• The research proposal should contain between 1,500 - 2,000 words   

or about four (4) pages



Internships
Each degree at IUMW includes the chance to gain invaluable work 
experience through an internship programme - designed to develop job-
ready graduates. 

Internship	Benefits:	
• Prepares you for the job market through gaining valuable experience 

in a professional workplace environment
• Opportunity to expand your professional network
• Build confidence, character and soft skills
• Put into practice what you have learned at university
• Chance to bring fresh perspectives and new ideas into a working 

environment

IUMW has a wide network of industry partnerships and connections that 
engage with students in a variety of contexts to support our mission 
to create and deliver employability education. This helps you gain real-
world expertise and practical skills that will give you a competitive edge 
in the workplace.

Industry	Advisory	Panel
The Industry Advisory Panel (IAP) at IUMW was established to provide 
strategic advice on the university’s education and research activities 
and to promote and strengthen academic-industry collaboration. IAP 
members include distinguished leaders from private and public sector 
organisations who are highly valued for their expertise and external 
industry perspective. The IAP helps form and review programme 
curriculums to ensure they are tailored towards current and future 
industry practices.

Industry-Driven	Education
We value our strong links with industry, which enables us to support our 
students’ progression in several ways. 
• Students are given opportunities to engage with professionals, 

getting the exposure they need as well as the chance to promote 
their skills to employers at an early stage

• We hold regular events at the University including workshops, guest 
lectures, webinars, talk shows and career days, each of which is a 
stepping stone to a successful career upon graduation

• Students get the chance to embark on industrial-driven assignments 
to boost their portfolios and prepare them for the increasingly 
complex demands of the workplace

Employable
Graduates

Where can an

These are just a few of the companies where our graduates are employed:

IUMW degree take you?



How to
Apply

Choose	the	programme	
you	want	to	study

Check if you meet the:
• Academic entry requirements
• English language entry 

requirements

Prepare	supporting	documentation
• A copy of your identification card/passport
• A copy of your academic results (translated into 

English if applicable)
• A copy of your English test results (if available) 

Sponsored students must also supply
documents confirming the:
• Sponsor’s details
• Programme(s) being supported
• Duration of support
• Inclusions such as tuition fees

Apply	now!
• Online (follow the easy steps at
 https://iumw.edu.my/admissions/apply-now/

Accept	your	offer
Once your application is approved, you will receive a 
conditional offer letter which includes step-by-step 
instructions on how to:

• Accept your offer
• Pay your fees
• Provide outstanding documents

Do	you	have	any	Questions?
Email : enquiry@iumw.edu.my 
Tel : +603	26173131 
HP : +601	136633644 

We will be happy to assist you with 
any application queries you have.

The IUMW family is waiting to welcome you, and your lecturers are eager to meet you – what are you waiting for? It’s 
time to start your IUMW journey! With applications open all year round, you can quickly complete your IUMW application 
in four easy steps.



The University of Wales Trinity Saint David (UWTSD)’s 1828 Royal Charter is the 
oldest in England and Wales after the universities of Oxford and Cambridge. HRH 
The Prince of Wales is the University’s Patron.

UWTSD’s main campuses are situated in Swansea, Lampeter and Carmarthen, as 
well as the Wales International Academy of Voice in Cardiff, a campus in London and 
a centre in Birmingham.

The University has a tradition and reputation for high-quality learning extending 
over the past 200 years. They offer industry-led programmes designed to prepare 
graduates for employment.

IUMW offer Dual Award programmes in collaboration with 
UWTSD. Students who successfully complete their programme 
will receive certification from both IUMW and UWTSD. 

Dual	Award	Benefits
● Become more competitive in the job market
● A Dual Award would help you in your application for study in 

the UK, or at universities using a UK based education system
● Opportunity to study in the UK at UWTSD
● Attend a graduation ceremony in Wales
● Join the UWTSD Alumni Association upon graduation for 

international networking opportunities

Approved	by	the	Quality	
Assurance	Agency	for	Higher	
Education	(QAA)
Dual Award programmes are approved by the Quality Assurance 
Agency for Higher Education (QAA); the body that checks on 
standards and quality in UK higher education. The QAA safeguard 
standards and improve the quality of UK higher education 
wherever it is delivered around the world, so students can be 
assured of the strength and quality of their programme.

Our Partner
University

Degrees
Dual Award



Travel to one of the world’s best study abroad destinations for 
a once-in-a-lifetime experience. 

All Dual Award programmes include the option of studying at our partner university, UWTSD 
in the United Kingdom with no extra tuition fees incurred. UWTSD has attractive campuses in 
Carmarthen, Lampeter, and Swansea, which are all situated in beautiful areas of Wales. Your 
programme selection will determine which campus you will attend.

IUMW’s programmes are carefully shaped to be aligned with those of UWTSD, allowing for 
easy academic transition. When you apply to study at UWTSD, our programme coordinators 
will advise you on which modules you can register for, so that you can transfer credits back to 
IUMW at the end of the course.

Study in the

UK

All	undergraduate	dual	award	programmes	have	modules	taught	by	
academics	from	the	University	of	Wales	Trinity	Saint	David. 
This collaborative teaching initiative adds international exposure to the teaching process and brings in-depth expertise to the learning experience. 
Having complete modules taught by UWTSD lecturers brings a wealth of teaching styles and international experience to the programmes, and 
students get to compare and contrast local knowledge and international best practices. With a good mix of lecturers, students are able to experience 
the best of both worlds.

Teaching
Collaborative



Why Choose
IUMW?

Join our growing community, and give yourself the opportunity to thrive in a progressive learning environment. At IUMW 
you will experience both personal and academic growth, and graduate with the core values and qualities you need to 
get ahead in your career and in life.

GETTING HERE

By Train
LRT	–	PWTC	Station
Ampang Line / Seri Petaling
(Approximately a 15 minute walk)

KTM	–	Putra	Station
(Approximately a 10 minute walk)

KL	Monorail
Titiwangsa Station – PWTC Station
 

By Car
3.161° N, 101.691° E

By Bus
No 852 (KTM Putra stop)

By Grab
International University of 
Malaya-Wales

1. Historic
Founded by the University of Wales and Universiti 
Malaya, the oldest universities in their respective 
countries with over 200 years of academic excellence. 

2. Modern
An ambitious and innovative University with a bold 
and strategic vision.

3. Graduate	with	a	UK	Degree
recognised	globally
Receive a degree certificate from IUMW and 
the University of Wales Trinity Saint David 
(UWTSD),UK, with our Dual Award programmes.

4. Study	in	the	UK
Soak up the culture in a new learning environment 
by spending a semester at our partner university 
UWTSD, without paying any additional tuition fees.

5. Vibrant	campus	life
Students from over 48 countries come together to 
make a vibrant and colourful campus community.

6. Industry-Driven
IUMW programmes combine academic rigour 
with the experience and know-how of industry. 
This approach helps ensure our graduates 
are equipped to meet the current and future 
challenges of their chosen professions.



IUMW-
at a Glance.

Owned by two prestigious universities, the International University of Malaya-Wales (IUMW) was 
established based on a mutual partnership between Universiti Malaya (UM) & the University of Wales, 
UK in 2013. Since then, the university has experienced tremendous growth, and remains committed to 
delivering education based on employability to develop students who are ready to contribute towards the 
next industrial revolution.



DISCLAIMER
Disclaimer IUMW has used reasonable endeavours to ensure that the information 
contained in this publication is correct at the time of printing but this information may 
be subject to corrections or changes without prior notice. IUMW reserves the right to 
alter, change, or discontinue programmes and courses without prior notice. IUMW 
assumes no responsibility for the accuracy of information provided by third parties. 
The publication of programme details in this document does not create an obligation 
on the part of IUMW to teach a programme in any given year, or teach it in the mode 
described in this publication. It is the responsibility of students to check and confirm 
all general and programme specific information prior to application and enrolment. In 
particular, programme offerings, duration, mode, commencement, campus location, 
fees, and entry requirements need to be checked and confirmed. The information in this 
brochure is correct at the time of printing (June 2021). Changes may be made without 
prior notice. Refer to IUMW’s official website for the latest updates.


